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Reviewer General Comments and Suggestions (mandatory written feedback):
How is a place seen anew? Explain. The narrative is very general in description and does not explain
place.
Very conceptual.
Hard to evaluate – two different “presentations” described, but not connected well.
What is the justification for using felt for the landscape as a material instead of other materials with their
unique characteristics. And why stones? Could twigs from the river work also.
Difficult to follow.
Missing bibliography for references.
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Reviewer General Comments and Suggestions (mandatory written feedback): This paper and
associated project should be of interest to the DCA audience. Based on the abstract it promises to be
great example for how research can inform creative practice.
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Reviewer General Comments and Suggestions(mandatory written feedback):

It is an interesting and timely paper. Discussing the space/place and its elements at this level,
the paper, I believe that, will be great contribution to the conference, if it is developed fully/
adequately including supporting ideas and arguments. Plus, addition of a reinforcing conclusion
is essential.
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